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Hi, I’m David Willing.


After writing and directing award winning Screenplays and teaching 
Screenwriting for over 15 years I’ve developed a proven step-by-step 
method for writing a great script that producers want to read.


This Blueprint summarises the EXACT process I use to write my scripts 
and teach my students to write their dream Screenplays. 

I can’t wait to share it with you!


Let’s go… 




David Willing

Founder

Screenplaymethod.com
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What Writers Have To Say About David 






I am so happy to have worked with David Willing on my first ever foray into screenwriting.  
The success of My Little Life would never have occurred without his mentoring and 
teaching.  He taught me how to shape my story, provided valuable insight and techniques 
and most importantly helped me create an award-winning script which led to my film 
screening at the prestigious SCAD Savannah Film Festival this year.  He is a priceless 
resource!







I first worked with David as a student at his film course at CAE in 2010. I found him a very 
meticulous and patient teacher and within months I was able to get a screen play written 
using his courses format. David also helped me edit some of my later scripts. Whether 
you are a beginner or even had stuff published as a pro, I thoroughly recommend David 
with his extensive teaching and experience in the film and TV business.







Not only was the Screenwriting course both fun and challenging but David’s direct 
feedback for improving my writing was invaluable. He has a calm and logical method of 
teaching that connected and inspired me. The course covered a lot of information, 
delivered in a concise way that was easy to absorb - David had obviously put a lot of 
thought and expertise into the course design. I can’t speak highly enough of this course! 
It’s given me excellent practical tools & more confidence to use in my every day writing 
practice.
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Amy Elizabeth Price 
Writer/Actress

Tony Lynch 
Writer

Heidi McKinnon 
Writer



The Two Secrets To Screenwriting 
Over the last 15 years I have been teaching I’ve learn’t there are TWO 
SECRETS to writing a great script that producers want to read.


These two secrets are the difference between success and failure with your 
Screenplay.


Secret #1 
Don’t write your Screenplay.

You have a burning desire to write your dream Screenplay but here is what 
you definitely don’t want to do

START WRITING YOUR SCREENPLAY.

Trust me.

DON’T START.

This is the fatal mistake many new writers make.

They jump straight into writing the Screenplay and the result is either they 
never finish the Screenplay OR they finish it but it is terrible and no producer 
wants to buy it, in fact they don’t read beyond the first 10 pages.

So what does the unskilled writer do?

They keep tweaking the Screenplay blindly.

Months turn into years and it isn’t getting any better but the writer isn’t sure 
why.

Their energy and enthusiasm is being sapped, motivation drops, worse still  
they start to doubt their ability and finally they stop writing that Screenplay.

Then one of two things happen. They start a new Screenplay which is 
destined for the same fate or tragically they give up writing all together 
without realising their potential and dreams!
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But don’t fear IT’S NOT YOU it’s the process.

In reality you don’t have a story method.

Your unplanned, directionless and “just go for it” approach can’t address the 
fatal flaws in your Screenplay.

So what you need to do is first is write your story THEN write your 
Screenplay.

Because a Screenplay is the expression of your story. 

And at this stage all you have is an idea but you don’t know what the story is 
and until you do it’s impossible to write a great Screenplay.

Now, on to Secret #2…
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The Two Secrets To Screenwriting 

Secret #2 

Writers needs a step-by-step process to turn their great idea into an engaging 
Screenplay.  It’s absolutely critical.

That’s why I’ve developed the 1-Step-A-Day Screenplay technique…and 
some steps only take 5 minutes.  

I know many of you want to write your dream Screenplay but are frustrated 
with work and life commitments getting in the way. 

Or the task seems so big and overwhelming to the point you don’t know 
where to start.  

That’s where Screenplay Method guides you with a series of very easy to 
follow but highly effective steps that focus your story ideas and creativity, 
show you how to develop original and complex characters and gain a deep 
understanding of the 3 Act Structure.  

And by following Screenplay Methods 19 detailed steps you can go from idea 
to Screenplay in as little as 12 weeks.

To help you even more I’ve also developed Screenplay Methods Story 
Architecture -  the 45 Elements For Building A Perfect Screenplay.  

Story architecture stimulates your creativity and gives you an act by act 
breakdown of the 45 key elements your Screenplay needs to be engaging, 
surprising, build coherently and express the depth and complexity of your 
story ideas and characters.
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The 1-Step-A-Day Screenplay  
This is my proven method to write a great script that producers will not only 
want to read but make into a film.


First let me give you the high level outline..


1-Step-A-Day Screenplay Outline 
Before You Start 

Writing Your One Step A Day Screenplay 

Step 1 What Not to Do.

Step 2 The Story Components - Defining and understanding what makes a great story.

Step 3 Which Idea To Write - The smart way to select which idea to turn into a Screenplay.

Step 1 How to sell your film in one sentence - Writing a killer Logline.

Step 2 The most important decision you’ll make - Pick your Genre. 

Step 3 Research to find exciting ideas, fascinating characters and give your Screenplay 
authenticity.

Step 4 5 simple yet highly effective exercises to develop a complex protagonist.

Step 5 5 simple yet highly effective exercises to write a villain the audience will love to hate.

Step 6 Your hero needs help…even an anti hero - How to create your crucial support 
characters.

Step 7 It’s all about structure! Why you must understand 3 Act Structure and it’s variations.

Step 8 3 Films like you!

Step 9 Plotting - Selecting and ordering your scenes so the story builds in a coherent and 
surprising fashion using a simple trick.

Step 10 The most important paragraph - How to write a 1 paragraph synopsis to determine if 
your story is working.

Step 11 The Outline - 3-5 pages that will make producers want to read your Screenplay.

Step 12 Write that treatment - This step will not only save you time, it will make you write scenes 
like a pro.

Step 13 Writing your Screenplay in 15 days - 3 techniques that make it easier than you think 
and the correct Screenplay format.

Step 14 2nd Draft - The crucial next draft and a simple trick to make your 2nd draft instantly 
better.

Step 15 Time for feedback - Selecting the right people to read your 2nd draft (Hint - it’s not who 
you think it is) and the 4 rules for receiving feedback.

Step 16 Writing your 3rd draft - The important draft that industry professionals will read.
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The 1-Step-A-Day Screenplay 
Step by Step Description 

Before You Start 

Step 1: What Not To Do - Don’t make the fatal mistake that separates 
professionals from amateurs.

You have an idea for your dream Screenplay but if you start down the wrong 
path you might never finish it.  A crucial lesson in the importance of having the 
proper process for writing any Screenplay.

Step 2: The Story Components - Defining and understanding what 
makes a great story.

A Screenplay is the expression of your story so you must understand the 
fundamental components that make a story.  A detailed checklist and 
explanation of each key story component that will guide you through turning 
your idea into a great story.

Step 3: Which Idea To Write - The smart way to select which idea to turn 
into a Screenplay.

Not every idea is suitable to turn into a Screenplay or is the right one for you 
to write at this stage of your career.  3 techniques to analyse your list of ideas 
and pick the best one to write.

Writing Your 1-Step-A-Day Screenplay

Step 1:  
How to sell your film in one sentence - Writing a killer Logline.

It’s vital you can sum up your Screenplay in 1 sentence to define the spine of 
your story and for marketing purposes.  This step provides you with the 3 
components necessary for writing a killer Logline.
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Step 2: 
The most important decision you’ll make - Pick your Genre. 

All stories fall into a genre or combination of genres and each comes with a 
set of expectations and experience your audience desires.  A detailed list and 
examples of the major genres is provided with Film and TV examples to 
assist you selecting the appropriate one for your story.  We also clear up 
some common genre misconceptions that can be confusing.

Step 3: 
Research to find exciting ideas, fascinating characters and give your 
Screenplay authenticity.

This step details 5 proven methods of effective research that the pros use 
and how to avoid the research pitfall that will destroy your productivity. 

Step 4:
5 simple yet highly effective exercises to develop a complex protagonist

The protagonist, main character, hero or anti hero is the heart of your story.  
You want them to be complex, unique and interesting.  Undertake 5 exercises 
to create an original 3 dimensional protagonist with internal complexities. 

Step 5: 
5 simple yet highly effective exercises to write a villain the audience will 
love to hate.

Great antagonists make great stories.  5 steps to craft an antagonist that is 
complex, fascinating and will give your protagonist the greatest difficulties 
they’ll ever face…and you’ll love writing them.

Step 6:
Your hero needs help…even an anti hero - How to create your crucial 
support characters.

The hero can’t do it by themselves!  Learn how the supporting characters can 
assist and create conflict for the hero as they pursue their goal and bring 
about a change in their world view.  Determine which additional characters 
your Screenplay needs and how to develop them.
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Step 7:
It’s all about structure! Why you must understand 3 Act Structure and 
it’s variations.  

This step explains the traditional 3 Act Structure and it’s 5 plot points. The 
structure is a great start however it is limited and doesn’t give you enough 
reference markers when building your story. Screenplay Method 
has developed an additional check list called 

Story Architecture: 45 Elements To Build A Great Screenplay.  

Story Architecture stimulates your creativity and gives you an Act By Act 
breakdown of the 45 elements your screenplay needs to be engaging, 
surprising, build coherently and express the complexity of your story ideas 
and characters

Step 8:
3 Films like you!

Want to crack the code for the genre you are writing in?  Well compiling a list 
of films like the one you are writing is a simple and immensely enjoyable way 
to do it. Learn the trick on how to analyse film structure to unlock the story, 
characters and scene requirements you must include in your Screenplay.

Step 9:
Plotting - Selecting and ordering your scenes so the story builds in a 
coherent and surprising fashion using a simple trick.

You have brainstormed lots of great ideas and scenes for your Screenplay 
but it’s overwhelming determining what to include and where to place scenes. 
This step shows you 3 techniques professionals use to plot their Screenplays 
to keep the audience hooked from start to finish. Bonus trick on how to 
ensure causality in your story.

Step 10: 
The most important paragraph - How to write a 1 paragraph synopsis to 
determine if your story is working.

The 1 paragraph synopsis tests if your story is building to the plot points 
consistently and satisfyingly.  This 9 sentence method gives you confidence 
to know you have the necessary components and dramatic build in your story.  
(Insider hint - this is also a really important marketing tool).
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Step 11:
The Outline - 3-5 pages that will make producers want to read your 
Screenplay.

Outline and treatment are not interchangeable terms and this common 
misunderstanding can sabotage your writing process. It’s imperative you 
understand both as they serve very different functions in the writing and 
marketing of your Screenplay.  This step explains the differences and details 
how to writing a great outline, which is much easier than you think as you’ve 
already done a lot of the heavy lifting. 

Step 12:
Write that treatment - This step will not only save you time, it will make 
you write scenes like a pro.

The treatment is an incredibly helpful document and when done correctly your 
1st draft will be far better than you initially thought possible. Treatments are 
often mis-taught but now you can learn how to write one to unlock each 
characters unique voice resulting in rich character specific dialogue, visualise 
scenes and maximise the conflict.

Step 13:
Writing your Screenplay in 15 days - 3 techniques that make it easier 
than you think and the correct Screenplay format.

It’s finally time to write your Screenplay and its going to be a relatively 
efficient and enjoyable process that you’ll undertake with confidence drawn 
from all the hard work you’ve done.  

Learn the correct Screenplay format which is imperative to get right, the best 
Screenplay formatting programs and how to write exciting scenes that have 
vivid description, engaging dialogue and ratchet up the conflict.

Step 14: 
2nd Draft - The crucial next draft and a simple trick to make your 2nd 
draft instantly better.

Many unschooled writers make the mistake of ignoring this step.  There is 
only one person who will read the first draft - you!  Armed with one implement 
you’ll learn simple techniques to critically read your 1st draft and identify it’s 
weaknesses and where it needs improvement.
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Step 15: 
Time for feedback - Selecting the right people to read your 2nd draft 
(Hint - it’s not who you think it is) and the 4 rules for receiving feedback.

There are 3 types of people you need to give your 2nd draft to for feedback or 
coverage.  Reality check - not all feedback will be positive and you wouldn’t 
want it to be.  Learn 4 techniques for receiving and interpreting criticism then 
turn it into your greatest ally.

Step 16:
Writing your 3rd draft - The important draft that industry professionals 
will read.

How to incorporate the feedback you received as you write the 3rd draft of 
your Screenplay.  This can be done in as few as 10 days and by the end 
you’ll have a Screenplay ready for producers to read.

Congratulations you have written your dream Screenplay, it’s time to treat 
yourself, you thoroughly deserve it.
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Why I created the 1-Step-A-Day 
Screenplay 

Hi, I'm David Willing.



I fell in love with cinema at the age of 5 when I was mesmerised by Beau 
Geste, a swashbuckling adventure film starring Gary Cooper, who steals a 
family gem and flees with his two brothers to join the French 
Foreign Legion during WW1.


I started making short films as a kid and teenager then 
enrolled in film school and after graduation started 
writing and directing short films, many screened on TV, 
International Film Festivals all over the world winning 
awards.


Then I took the leap into writing feature films.


This is no small leap, the difference between writing 7- 
20 minute short films and 90 minute to 2 hours is 
an intimidating one.


There are infinite possibilities for what 
direction you can take an idea which is 
overwhelming.


And the workload can induce fear that 
blocks and ultimately stops you writing.


I was excited by making movies and was 
passionate about my ideas so I ploughed 
through the fear.


But what I didn’t know is that I was writing 
myself into problems.


Before I knew it I was dedicating 2 years into 
writing each feature film and they were overly 
long, lacked focus and weren’t getting substantially better with each draft.


They were flat, lifeless and definitely not compelling.


And I know this because…
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Producers passed on all of them.


I was stumbling though a forrest without direction and I didn’t even realise it.


Then I discovered there is a difference between writing events and dialogue 
and actually developing a story then writing a Screenplay.


What I learnt was…


I was going about it all wrong because I was missing a fundamental truth.


There are two parts to writing a script, well three, but I’ll get to the third in 
moment.


The first part is developing the story.


The second part is writing the script.


The reason this is a fundamental truth is because a film script is the 
expression of your story.


This was a breakthrough moment for me, and i’ve seen it in many writers and 
directors I’ve taught since.


But this breakthrough only solved half my problem.


The other problem was finding the time to write and managing the workload 
of turning my ideas into a compelling scripts.


Rome wasn’t built in a day and I decided I needed to build my Screenplays 
one brick a day.


So I devised and honed a technique of developing a story then writing the 
Screenplay with a series of manageable steps one day at time.


Suddenly the early drafts of scripts were infinitely better and I was writing 
them 75% faster - I was no longer stumbling through the forrest for years on 
end - I had unearthed the map.


And that brings me to the third part of the process - once you’ve written a 
script you have to sell it or get it made.


To do this you need an agent who wants to represent you and a producer 
who wants to buy your Screenplays and has the means to make it.
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The first script I wrote with my technique, a race against time thriller ‘Collar’, 
was optioned by a producer and got me an agent.


The next one ‘The Gypsy Heart’ (now ‘The Seduction’) got me my first 
paycheque as a feature film writer in the form of next draft development.


Now not every script will sell but there is a by product of a producer being 
engaged with your script. They can see your abilities, realise you have talent 
and will hire you to write on their other projects.


A great script is a great calling card. Or to quote Francis Ford Coppola “You 
can write your way into a career”.


I also work as a freelance director and there was another benefit from 
understanding story and script.


I had a set of diagnostic tools to analyse the Screenplays that were offered 
to me for their strengths and weaknesses and the best way to develop and 
prepare the scripts for production.


In short understanding story and Screenplays made me much better at 
working with writers and directing the films.


Now writers hate having their work needlessly meddled with but I’ve never 
worked with a writer that didn’t appreciate a director who genuinely wants to 
make the story the strongest it can be whilst maintaining the writers voice.


And the way to do that is understand what writers are doing.


Finally


Teaching, mentoring and script editing has made me realise everyone has a 
film bouncing around in their head and can use the power of their creativity 
to write a great script. They just needed the help of a simple structured 
process.


So my passion for film has expanded to helping people turn those ideas into 
great Screenplays that launch careers and make dreams come true.


So follow my 1-Step-A-Day Screenplay technique and you’ll write an original 
script that has an exciting and compelling story populated with complex 
characters that producers will love reading, directors will be begging to 
direct and actors will line up to play the characters you’ve written.
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Questions 
Should I really follow each step strictly in order? 

I know what it’s like. You’ve got a great idea for a Screenplay and you just 
want to start writing! Don’t do it. Just “going for it” risks months, even years, 
of frustration and could turn your creative idea into a nightmare. Follow the 
1-Step-A-Day Screenplay blueprint and I promise you will end up in a much 
better place with your Screenplay because you will have built all the key 
elements to form a cohesive story that Producers want to read and make. 
There isn’t a shortcut for writing


How can I get help? 
Writing can be a sometimes lonely pursuit. Not only that, it is easy to get so 
immersed in your Screenplay that you lose sight of the shore. That’s why I 
created screenplaymethod.com to help writers bring their Screenplay to life. 
For more information on membership visit screenplaymethod.com. Here 
you’ll find information about joining but please note we only open our 
membership from time to time to ensure we provide the highest level of 
support to our members. If membership is closed when you follow this link 
please feel free to join our waiting list to become a member. 


Why do you have a waiting list to join ScreenPlayMethod.com? 

I wanted to make sure I can provide the right support to our members as 
they write their Screenplay. I also wanted to ensure we maintain the highest 
standards in our community. To maintain the high standard of service to our 
members we don’t let anyone join anytime. To see if membership is open 
visit our membership page. Note: If membership is closed when you follow 
this link please feel free to join our waiting list to become a member.


I’ve got some questions on the 1-Step-A-Day Screenplay. Who can Ask? 

Feel free to email me directly at david@screenplaymethod.com and I’ll 
respond as soon as I can.
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Next Steps 
I hope you have found this Blueprint helpful as you start your writing journey. 


If you feel like you want support through the Screenwriting process please 
go screenplaymethod.com. Here you’ll find information about joining but 
please note that we only open our membership from time to time to ensure 
we provide the highest level of support to our members. If membership is 
closed when you follow this link please feel free to join our waiting list to 
become a member.





David Willing

Founder 

Screenplaymethod.com
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